ACS CAN Guide To Pride

Successful engagement at Pride starts with preparing the volunteers who will be working your table. This guide was created by volunteers for volunteers to help make the event a success.

Rainbow Logo Buttons & Stickers*

Give an ACS CAN branded rainbow sticker or button to Pride participants.

*Bubbles*

Give an ACS CAN branded bubble to Pride participants. Consider adding a tag or sticker with your local messaging.

*Ordered by staff

Pride Fans *

Give an ACS CAN branded fan to Pride participants. Consider adding a tag or sticker with your local messaging.

*Ordered by staff

Pride Volunteer T-shirts*

Encourage volunteers working your booth to grab a white or gray ACS CAN Pride T-shirt. These shirts will help the crowd identify our cancer fighting advocates.

*Ordered by staff

Print on Demand Actions

Print and post these 8.5 X 11 one-pagers throughout the event to if you are asking Pride participants to take action.

For additional resources check out Fightcancer.org/pride

Please note, many items were ordered before the new Pride Logo was created. Materials will have a mix of ACS CAN logos for 2023.